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Asked to name a children’s television programme, most par-

ents immediately cite a classic like Sesame Street, Mister Ro-

gers’ Neighbourhood or Germany’s The programme with the

mouse – all these programmes are produced specifically for

preschool children. Ironically, while preschool shows immedi-

ately come to parents’ minds, many activists actually recom-

mend that viewers in this age category watch no TV at all.

Research on this matter clearly shows that preschool children

are a sensitive target group. Still, strict regulations or bans on

electronic media for young children are pointless in real, daily

life. Preschoolers do watch television for a variety of reasons –

entertainment, learning, or a break for tired parents.

From a pedagogical perspective, preschoolers have special

needs and deserve their own specially developed shows. We

must use research to support high-quality production, by realis-

ing problems and possibilities, and turning these into quality

standards and educational tips.

Research informs us what 2- to 5-year-olds require of televi-

sion and how they use it (Singer, Zimmerman, Götz). Develop-

mental psychology offers typical preschool issues and themes

which quality TV can address (Neuß). For preschoolers too

young to use the remote control, parents support television

viewing choices. Therefore, it is important to know the func-

tions TV has in families’ everyday life (Götz et al.) as well as

the perspective of mothers who want the best programme for

their children (Bachmann).

Innovative ideas on how to produce high-quality programmes

could emerge from the newest research on early learning Eng-

lish as a second language from TV (Kirch/Speck-Hamdan) or

studies of programme innovations like the “Mommy Bar”, an

informative line for parents at the bottom of the screen (Fisch).

International examples offer an outlook on unique cultural per-

spectives, such as recognising children’s needs in the fast-

changing Russian society (Mirny), or how programmes can

deal sensitively with the challenging contexts Palestinian chil-

dren are confronted with (Arafat). Bangladesh (Lee) offers a

unique insight into TV’s role in enhancing children’s intellec-

tual development, with the amazing opportunity of observing

how the child’s knowledge has changed after the introduction

of television.

Last but not least, this issue is dedicated to current shows, and

exploring what young children like and dislike (Selig, Sistig,

Holler). We get an insight into how to make documentaries for

preschoolers in the Netherlands (Bult), and see how to manage

a 13-hour high-quality preschool channel (Carrington). To

meet the needs of the preschool target group we can learn from

each other, and exchange TV productions (Schneid) and per-

spectives on “Television for TV beginners”.
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